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Sōzu Project - Introspection [SLNT064] 

 
Tracklist: 

1. From Breath To Thought    [14:14] 
2. Across Electrical Synapses   [12:44] 
3. Elevation And Return    [13:48] 

 
General info: 
 
Artist:   Sōzu Project 
Album title:   Introspection 
Duration:   40min 46sec 
Encoding:  MP3 
Sample rate:  44100Hz 
Bitrate:  320kbps 
Label:   Silent Flow Netlabel 
Catalog #:  SLNT064 
Country:  Italy 
Artwork:  R. Nial. Bradshaw 
Label site:  silentflow.org 
Label e-mail:  label@silent.com.md 
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Release info: 

Three tracks on the path towards the introspection. Three steps into meditation… and return. 

An attempt to explore a minimal environment creating a contrast between extreme frequencies… quiet but 
sneaky and almost hostile! 

“From breath to thought” was composed as a soundtrack to a video performance for AMAE in 2013. 

Biography: 

Sōzu project is Paolo Mascolini, born in 1967 in Ferrara (Italy). 
Studied Art at the Institute of Art in Ferrara and at the Academy of Fine Art in Bologna obtaining his degree 
in 1991. Paolo researched in contemporary Art since 1992 and exhibited his works in several places in Italy 
and abroad. He is currently collaborating with the group AMAE founded in 2001 with another artist who is 
currently living in London. 
 
“I've always intended the sound and music as something very close and important to me. 
Probably I believe in that more than in visual art and it's very hard to see these two languages separated. 
I've never been able of living every single moment of my life without thinking of a soundtrack for that. 
From 2001 I'm improving my attitude in the field of composing electronic/ambient music.“ 
 
Dark Ambient, Melancholic, Isolationism are his main genres. 
Recently Paolo started a group on Souncloud where he invites other artists to give sounds to the images he 
uploads on the group page monthly. 
 
Discography: 
Requiem, Silent Flow, 2013 
Terra Australis, Vent Sounds Label, 2014 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact information 
www.sozu-project.com/ 

soundcloud.com/sozu_proj 
soundcloud.com/groups/extrospection 

www.amae-art.com/ 
sozu.project@gmail.com 


